NOTES:
1. HE LEAK TEST VACUUM 10X10^-7 CC/SEC OR LESS.
2. HYPOT 630 VDC 500 MEG OHMS MINIMUM 0.01 SECOND MINIMUM PIN TO PIN AND HOUSING WITH MATING PLUGS.
3. ALL PARTS MUST PASS ALL TESTS.
4. VOIDS LARGER THAN 0.035 (.89) [12] ARE NOT ACCEPTABLE.
5. REF-OPERATING TEMPERATURE -20°C TO 125°C.
6. DIMENSIONS ARE INCHES [millimeters].

PART # | ITEM #2 | ITEM #3
-------|--------|--------
3332-A | 20FF32PA | 20FF32SA
3332 | 20FF32PN | 20FF32SN

ITEM | QTY | PART NUMBER | DESCRIPTION
-----|-----|-------------|---------------------
6 | 1 | 0199 | NUT VS22-SS (316SS)
5 | 1 | -224 VITON | O-RING -224 VITON 75
4 | A/R PAVE-SEAL 150 | EPOXY BLACK
3 | SEE TABLE | RC PT 32#20 50C SERIES III
2 | SEE TABLE | RC PT 32#20 PIN SERIES III
1 | 0189/30435 | HOUSING VS22-SS